
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk in Bath Installation Guide 
 
Preparation 
 
Having removed the existing facilities from the site, you will need to 
ensure you have established all services (hot and cold supply and waste 
pipe) to the correct locations. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

You are now ready to install your Walk In Bath 
 
*Important* Do not remove the door at any time during installation. The 
door has been factory set and water tested. Should you feel it necessary 
to remove the door please contact our technical department before 
doing so. Failure to do so may result in a call out. Our standard charge 
is £250.00. 
 
*To facilitate the fitting of your Walk In Bath, please follow the colour 
coded instructions* 
 
Important - can be installed in 3 separate ways: 
1 - Directly onto the joists (no feet, fitted to frame). 
2 - Surface mounted (no feet, fitted to frame), 
3 - Surface mounted with feet (concrete floor / where the screed cannot 
be broken) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
BLACK - General Instructions for all baths, follow unless an alternative 
pathway is indicated 
 
RED - Installed onto joists 
 
BLUE - Surface mounted 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Remove pre-fitted panels and plinth before commencing installation. 
 
1. Having decided on the desired location of the taps, install taps in 
accordance with the tap manufacturer’s instructions. 
 
2. Install waste and overflow. 
 
3. Position the bath in the desired location and position the plinth 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

around the base of the frame. 
 
3a. Cut a hole in the floorboards for the waste pipe. 
 
4. Remove the floor boards in the area of the desired location. 
 
4a. Drop & position the bath onto the joists. 
 
4b. Clearly mark the joists where the bath’s frame crosses the joists. 
 
4c. Now remove the bath. 
 
4d. Now you need to create a wooden frame between the joists to 
support the Bath frame where required. 
 
5. Connect your hot and cold supplies to the taps in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 
 
Connect your waste service pipe to the waste trap 
 
Important - Establish all water services are watertight. 
 
Move to step 7. 
Move to step7. 
 
6. Using the adjustable feet, lower the bath, so that the waste fitting is 
positioned just above the floor. 
 
7. Level the bath 
7. Level the bath  
7. Level the bath. 
 
8. *Important* Ensure the bath is completely level on all edges using a 
spirit level.  
(Failure to do so may affect the bath’s performance and may affect the validity 
of the warranty) 
 
9. Having established the bath is level and in the correct position, 
secure the bath to the floor using a suitable fixing through the holes in 
the feet. 
 
9. Having established the bath is level and in the correct position, drill 
through the bath frame and wooden supports and secure using suitable 
fixings. 
 
9a. Replace the floor boards. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9b. Position the plinth behind the door surround, secure using a 
proprietary sealant (for example silicone). It is important to use the 
sealant in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 
 
9. Having established the bath is level and in the correct position, drill 
through the bath frame and secure using suitable fixings. 
 
10. All panels are pre-fitted and adjusted by the manufacturer. To attach 
panels, simply insert the edges of the panels under the top and return 
edges of the bath and push the bottom of the panels so that the 
magnets sit on the pre-fitted bars. 
 
*Important* Do not force the panels into place. 
 
11. Now it is time to water test. Fill the bath about two thirds full with 
water. *Important - If at this stage your bath leaks you will need to phone 
your bath supplier. All baths are water tested before leaving our factory. 
Undamaged, correctly installed baths do not leak! 
 
11a. Seal the Bath between the top edge and the wall using a proprietary 
sealant (for example silicone). It is important to use the sealant in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 
 
Now you can enjoy the pleasure of a long soak in your Walk-in-Bath. 
 
 

 

 


